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We want to inspire you…
…and be inspired by you
We are currently seeking a Senior/Principal Acoustic Consultant to work on a wide range of high profile
projects within our London office. This role will also include team and client base development. At
MACH, new ideas have an extraordinary way of finding themselves into our consultancy services, client
support and work quality. Bring us passion and dedication and we will compliment you, with an
enthusiastic, creative, flexible, supportive team, empowering you to move forward and accomplish your
goals.

Job Role Description
You will be working as part of our building acoustics team, with the aim to develop growth in our well
established education sector in London and the Southeast. In addition, acoustic support will also be
sought with respect to a number of large scale, low carbon residential schemes that we have won over
the past months, thus you will be working with our thermal & daylighting modellers as well as our
acoustic consultants in Bristol to help deliver these schemes.
This role requires you to work closely with clients, architects and engineers, to help create successful
acoustic design solutions. You will be responsible for everything from fee writing, design specifications,
modelling, acoustic and vibration measurements, calculations, reviewing and preparing drawings, as well
as attending design team meetings and providing clear information in the form of reports, visual and
audio simulations. You will also be responsible for forming new relationships and developing your own
client base and as such, marketing, presentations and business development skills are essential.
Leadership will also be an important aspect of this role, providing management and support to
develop staff and working methods. MACH is a team and therefore we are looking for individuals that
can bring a supportive approach.
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MACH has a reputation for thinking differently, with fast growth and imaginative designs, such that
we are now one of the largest independent acoustic consultancies. This difference comes from our
diverse and adaptive staff, doing what they love. Our innovation comes from our team of software
engineers, architects, M&E, daylighting, thermal and acoustics engineers. The team is around 25
strong, where we work, learn, innovate and grow together.
MACH provides a fully interdisciplinary design practice making this job opportunity a unique offer.
We allow our team to consult together providing all with greater levels of understanding of each
design discipline. Our current live projects range from designing schools up to £150M University
buildings and £600M mixed use residential schemes, with the acoustic demands across these
projects being significant.
One of the strongest feedback points from staff at MACH is that our staff are friendly, spirited,
open and supporting. In addition our staff are always impressed with the amount they learn and
change over short periods of time. We have a flexible management structure thus allowing you to
grow in areas you find most interesting, meaning not only are you provided with flexibility, you are
also provided with support with your personal development.
MACH has always provided an attractive remuneration package that includes a competitive salary,
flexible pension allowance and flexibility on holidays. A hybrid working culture has always taken
place at MACH, with particular flexibility given to meet our staff individual needs.

How To Apply
Please contact us by email:
jobs@machacoustics.com
Or simply call :
Phil (07717 712603)
Ze (07730 590904)

